
ered in 1981, Italians learned that the heads of all of the agen-
cies which were supposed to find Moro’s prison and arrest
the terrorists, were P2 members. The Lodge’s international
connections were merely indicated by the documented associ- Russia: NATOMayForce
ation between Michael Ledeen—the leading U.S. neo-con-
servative today with the American Enterprise Institute—and Nuclear Strategy Shift
the P2-controlled leadership of the SISMI military intelli-
gence service. Francesco Cossiga, then minister of police, by Rachel Douglas
was Gelli’s food friend.

Despite resigning after Moro’s death, Cossiga became
More than any of the particular disagreements on displayPrime Minister two years later, and Italy’s President in 1985.

In 1991, he launched a populist “anti-corruption, anti-orga- when Presidents Vladimir Putin and George W. Bush con-
ferred at Camp David in September, a meeting Putin had withnized crime” campaign against his own party, the DC; this

was the starting point of the “Clean Hands” investigations Russia’s military leadership upon his return, dramatizes the
potential for a global showdown to emerge from the postureand purges which dissolved all the postwar political parties

and let new, populist parties fill the gap: the neo-fascist MSI and policy of Vice President Dick Cheney’s group in Wash-
ington.(now the “post-fascist” Alleanza Nazionale); Berlusconi’s

new Forza Italia; and the chauvinist Lega Nord. Guidelines for understanding the significance of Putin’s
Oct. 2 session with the Russian military appeared in LyndonGelli told his Repubblica interviewer, about Moro: “ I

went to Moro to present my credentials, when I was the consul LaRouche’s Aug. 29 EIR article, “McAuliffe’s Deadly Delu-
sions: or, How Harry Truman Defeated Himself.” LaRouchefor a South American country. He told me: You come in the

name of a dictatorship, but Italy is a democracy. He explained wrote: “Suppose you were, for example, Russia, China, or
India. Suppose you knew that your nation was pre-designatedto me that democracy is like a bean soup: To cook them, you

must be very patient. I answered: Take care that your beans for a medium-term nuclear-warfare attack, or for destruction
by other means, if you failed to resist the attacker. . . . Howare not left without water, Signor Ministro.” The threat is

clear, not only against Berlusconi, Fini, and Bossi whom he might you react?”
As the Oct. 2 meeting commenced, the Ministry of De-named, but also others in the opposition, and Italian leaders

opposing Cheney’s gang’s policies: You can end up like fense released a document called “Unclassified Military Doc-
trine for Modernization of the Armed Forces.” Defense Min-Moro did.
ister Sergei Ivanov’s report to the meeting was based on this
paper, which talked in terms of changing the rules of useTarget: Franco-German Axis

That the real target of Gelli’s masters goes beyond Italy, for nuclear weapons, as well as circumstances under which
Russia might take pre-emptive armed action.became clear in the days following his interview. On Sept.

30, La Repubblica published a letter from former President Izvestia of Oct. 3 reported on the document, under the
headline “Russia Is Prepared To Change Its Nuclear Strat-Cossiga praising the “beautiful and courageous interview,”

insisting that he and Gelli “have always had good relation- egy.” The newspaper highlighted this section of the paper:
“Russia is attentively following the process of NATO’s trans-ships,” and that “ the P2 affair was the first case of ‘disinforma-

tion operations,’ ”— the other being “ the anti-American pol- formation, and counts on the removal of direct and oblique
anti-Russian components from both the military planning andlution of the Moro case.” That reference was to Kissinger’s

threat. Then, on Oct. 3, Cossiga launched a frontal attack the political declarations of NATO members. If, however,
NATO continues to exist as a military alliance with the offen-against the Franco-German axis, calling for the ongoing Euro-

pean Union (EU) treaty convention in Rome, as dominated sive military doctrine it has today, this will require a funda-
mental reshaping of Russian military planning, and of theby Franco-German policies, to fail. This summit, according

to Cossiga, “will be remembered as a black page in the history principles of development of the Russian Armed Forces, in-
cluding a change in Russian nuclear strategy.”of Europe.” Cossiga focussed on the “so-called EU Constitu-

tion”—actually a treaty which, while abolishing the veto One measure under consideration, according to the docu-
ment, would be “a limited combat utilization of individualpower by treaty members, contains certain guarantees for na-

tional sovereignty on key matters of national interest. Its real components of the strategic deterrent forces” (i.e., using the
nuclear arsenal) as an element of national military strategy.change is that the power of the EU Council of Ministers is

increased in respect to the unelected EU Commission, whose The strategic deterrent remains committed “ to preventing any
type of forcible pressure and aggression against Russia or itsmembership and role are reduced to those of a technical body

rather than an executive one. The change would mean that a allies,” and is “based on the capability of inflicting retaliatory
damage, on a scale that would call into question the achieve-strategic alliance of France and Germany could determine EU

policy on strategic issues and on economic policy. ment of the goals of the possible aggression.”
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stressed, by phasing onto combat-ready status some of Rus-
sia’s “ reserve supply” of the heavy ICBMs known in by West
by the code-name SS-19, currently in storage. As even older
Soviet-era missiles are decommissioned, these never-de-
ployed SS-19s will go on duty.

The stored forces comprise dozens of missiles with “hun-
dreds of nuclear warheads,” as Chief of Staff Anatoli Kvash-
nin reminded the gathering; they are equipped with multiple
independent re-entry vehicles, or MIRVs. Putin said, “These
missiles were produced not yesterday and not today, but in a
certain sense they are new products. They still have a quite
significant useful lifespan. And their combat capabilities, in-
cluding overcoming any anti-missile defense systems, are un-
rivalled.” As in his July visit to Sarov, Putin went on to stress

Behind the smiles at Camp David on Sept. 27: Russia not only
the need “ to work in a planned fashion, without big leaps, butremains opposed to U.S. “strategies” for the extended occupation
persistently and in a systematic way, on creating new modelsof Iraq; President Putin and military leaders have been meeting on

possible adoption of Russian “pre-emptive war” doctrine, and of 21st-Century weapons.” He said that he would personally
nuclear weapons-use doctrine, in response to U.S. imperial war
policies.

oversee the implementation of the work planned in this re-
gard, including in “quite sensitive areas” of anti-missile de-
fense and other projects, discussed with President Bush at
Camp David.In its coverage, Nezavisimaya Gazeta of Oct. 3 stressed a

different aspect, under the headline “A Pre-emptive Strike
From Ivanov.” The defense minister asserted that Russia re- Won’t Play U.S. Imperial Games

The Sept. 26-27 Camp David talks ended with wordsserves certain prerogatives: “Current external threats require
the Armed Forces to perform various types of missions in about “strategic partnership,” but no rapprochement on key

issues relating to Iraq. When the Presidents met the press,various regions of the world. We do not absolutely exclude
the pre-emptive use of force, if required by the interests of Putin brought Iraq up first, to say that Russia most of all wants

to see the UN play a leading role in solving problems facedRussia or its obligations to allies.” Relevant threats to Rus-
sian interests would include “ interference in the internal af- by the Iraqi people. As for the commitment of Russian re-

sources to Iraq, Putin said Russia is interested in participatingfairs of the Russian Federation by foreign nations, or organi-
zations supported by foreign nations,” as well as “ instability in the normalization of Iraq “as soon as possible.” But, “The

degree and extent and level of Russia’s participation in thein countries adjacent [to Russia], born of the weakness of their
central governments.” restoration of Iraq will be determined after we know the pa-

rameters of the resolution—of the new [UN] resolution onThe agenda of the Oct. 2 conference was the tasks of
Russia’s Armed Forces in the current strategic situation. Un- Iraq.”

Days later, to reporters at a World Economic Forum meet-der the heading of “modernization” came matters of arma-
ments and their deployment. As EIR reported Sept. 12 (“Rus- ing in Moscow Oct. 3, Putin said of the latest U.S.-drafted

resolution on Iraq: “We are not satisfied with the draft by oursia Reacts To Cheney Nuke-War Policy Threat” ), the Russian
military-scientific-industrial complex is working to develop American partners, though they are trying to find a compro-

mise. . . . I believe that if we are guided by these principles,an “asymmetric” response to the threat of a war involving U.S.
use of nuclear weapons—a threat voiced openly by Cheney’s we can expect to find such a compromise.” The UN Security

Council Resolution “must give the international communitycircles in recent months.
President Putin discussed new “nuclear weapons now in greater responsibility for . . . the rebirth of Iraq. . . . In this

way, I believe we can achieve serious progress in the recon-the process of development” when he visited the Federal Nu-
clear Center at Sarov, in July. At this latest meeting, the Rus- struction of the country.” Putin went on at some length about

how the Iraqis would place “greater trust in its traditionalsian President continued to emphasize new weapons develop-
ment, while also turning to upgrades of the combat status [economic] allies” than in the coalition forces.

The week of Oct. 6, Putin engaged in diplomacy with theof an older component of the strategic arsenal: land-based
intercontinental ballistic missiles. In his remarks, Putin em- leading European powers, who also oppose the U.S. draft.

French Prime Minister Jean Pierre Raffarin and Germanphasized the need to meet new types of threats, and to conduct
“constant military and strategic analysis of the situation.” He Chancellor Gerhard Schröder were in Russia at the same time,

for talks ranging from cooperation within the UN frameworkendorsed Ivanov’s report, and underscored that the still pow-
erful Russian ICBM arsenal is “ the main foundation of Rus- to deal with crises around the Middle East, North Korea, Iran

and Iraq, to new prospects for bilateral economic cooperation.sia’s national security.” These forces will be upgraded, Putin
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